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MagSweeper: high purity capture of
circulating tumor cells and other rare
cells

An interdisciplinary team of Stanford researchers have developed MagSweeper, a
patented robotic liquid biopsy device that efficiently isolates and purifies live CTCs
(circulating tumor cells) from blood while removing 100% of contaminating blood
cells. Downstream analysis of these cells can then be used to characterize the gene
expression of metastases without an invasive biopsy. This device captures CTCs or
other rare cells from a liquid sample using magnetic rods covered with removable
plastic sleeves. These sleeves enable multiple capture and release cycles thereby
assuring high purity and capture efficiency. For example, CTCs in patient blood
samples (approximately 0-10 CTCs per 7.5cc tube) can be isolated with about 100%
purity and 60% capture efficiency. In addition to capturing CTCs, MagSweeper could
be used to isolate fetal stem cells or immune cells from fluid or tissue suspension
samples.

Stage of Research
The inventors have demonstrated the utility of MagSweeper for isolating live CTCs
from patient blood samples using the cancer-specific EpCAM protein as a biomarker.
In that study, downstream analysis revealed the genetic diversity of CTCs.

Applications
Rare cell capture - magnetic isolation of live cells with end-user applications
such as:

liquid biopsy of CTCs from blood samples
fetal stem cell capture from cord blood
immune cell isolation from blood or tissue



Advantages
Efficient capture - MagSweeper has approximately 60% capture efficiency for
CTC cells (0-10 cells per 7.5cc tube)
High purity:

approximately 100% pure target cells without blood cell contamination
number and stringency of washes can be controlled to ensure complete
clearance of contamination

Live cells - captured cells are viable with intact RNA for downstream
expression studies
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